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 .Some classes of partial Volterra operators acting with respect to a real variable
on a function of one complex and one real variable are explored. The case when
the operator kernels depend additionally on a complex parameter is also consid-
ered. It is proved that Volterra operators from these classes and the resolvent
operators act in weighted Hardy type classes of one parametric holomorphic
functions defined on a wedge or on a strip of the complex plane. Moreover, the
Volterra operators commutate with the Mellin operators in these classes. The half
line Paley]Wiener theorem for the resolvent of the Volterra operator is extended
to operators with parameter. Volterra operators tending to operators of the
convolution type as well as Volterra operators with fading memory are studied too.
Q 1998 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Several weighted Hardy type classes of one-parametric holomorphic
functions defined on a wedge or on a strip of the complex plane are
w xintroduced in 5 . Properties of functions from these classes and of their
Mellin images are also investigated there. Here we consider properties of
 .the Volterra operators in a real variable t acting on such functions.
These considerations are necessary for solving boundary value problems
 .for a hereditarily-elastic visco-elastic body by use of the complex
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 w x.Kolosov]Muskhelishvili potentials see, e.g., 2]4 . The potentials are
 .functions holomorphic in a complex variable space coordinate and de-
 .pending also on a real variable time . The hereditary properties of
materials are described by Volterra operators of the second kind with
respect to time.
Section 1 of the paper includes a definition of a class of Volterra
operators without parameter and a proof that these operators act in the
weighted Hardy type classes and commute with the Mellin operator acting
with respect to another variable. In Section 2 a class of Volterra operators
with a complex parameter on a strip is considered and it is proved that
their resolvents on a finite segment belong to the same operator class too;
such Volterra operators act in the corresponding Hardy type classes of
one-parametric functions in the strip. In Section 3 the half line
Paley]Wiener theorem for a resolvent of a Volterra operator of the
convolution type is extended to the considered class of operators with
parameter when the operators are, or tend to, operators of the convolution
type as t ª `. The Volterra operators with fading memory are also
considered. It is proved that they act in the Hardy type classes of functions
that tend to harmonically oscillating functions in t as t ª `. It is shown
that a resolvent of an operator with fading memory without or with a
.complex parameter is also an operator with fading memory. Asymptotic
relations for t ª ` are given too.
w xThe results presented here were applied in 3, 4 to the stress singularity
analysis of visco-elastic bonded wedges. It was particularly shown there
that the presence of Volterra operators in the material model changes the
stress singular behavior at finite times drastically in comparison with the
classical elastic predictions.
w xThe results of this paper are based on 7, 1 , where Volterra operators,
acting on functions of one variable, are considered.
We shall use here the notions and the notations of Part I of this paper
w xgiven in 5 . The references on the numbers of formulas and statements of
w x5 will be preceded by the symbol I.
We shall consider the matrix Volterra operators i.e., integral operators
 .  ..with n = n matrix kernels K g , t, t acting on n-dimensional vector
 .  . < <functions g r, t , F g , t , etc.; the symbol ? will be used for a corre-
sponding matrix or vector norm. When n s 1, we come to the scalar case.
1. VOLTERRA OPERATORS INDEPENDENT OF
COMPLEX VARIABLES
Let us give some definitions and describe several known properties of
the Volterra operators.
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 .  .1.1. DEFINITION. 1 An operator K belongs to the class VB J if it is
an integral Volterra operator
Kg t [ K t , t g t dt t g J , K t , t s 0 ;t ) t ; .  .  .  .  . . H
J
and the kernel norm is finite:
A AK ; J [ sup K t , t dt - `. 1.1 .  .H
JtgJ
 .  .  .2 An operator K belongs to the class VC J if K belongs to VB J
 . <  .  . <and « K ; t, D t [ H K t q D t, t y K t, t dt ª 0 as D t ª 0 for anyJ
t g J.
 .  .   ..1.2. THEOREM. 1 If K belongs to VB J K belongs to VC J , then K
 .  .  .  .   ..acts from the spaces L J , B J , C J into the spaces B J C J and is`
5 5 A A 5 5bounded; furthermore, K F K , where K signifies the operator norm
in the corresponding spaces.
 . w x  .y1  .2 If , moreo¨er J s t , t and t - `, then I q K acts in L J ,1 2 2 `
 .   ..  .y1B J and in C J and is bounded; furthermore, I q K s I y R, where
 .   ..the resol¨ ent operator R belongs to VB J R belongs to VC J .
w xProofs of these claims are given, e.g., in 1, Chap. 9.5 .
Let us describe some properties of a Volterra operator as a partial
integral operator acting with respect to the second variable on a function
of two variables.
 .1.3. THEOREM. Let K belong to VC J .
Ã Ã .  .  .1 If g belongs to L L d , d ; J , then Kg belongs to CL d , d ; J` p 0 ` p 0 `
0  . .and for p s 2, M Kg s K M g g CH S d , d ; J .2 0 `
 .  . 0 .  .2 If F g , t belongs to L H S; J , S [ S d , d , then K F be-` p 0 `
0 .  . .  . 0 .longs to CH S; J , ­r­g K F s K ­ Fr­g g CH S; J , and for p sp p
y1 y1 Ã .  .  .2, M S K F s K M S F g CL d , d ; J .2 0 `
 .  .  .  .3 If h z, t belongs to L H d , d ; W; J , W [ W u , u , then Kh` p 0 ` y q
 .  . .   .. belongs to CH d , d ; W; J , ­r­ z Kh s K ­ hr­ z g CH d , d ;p 0 ` p 0 `
X X k.  .  . W ; J ;W ; W, and for p s 2, M W Kh s K M W h g CH u , u ;2 y q
 . .S d , d ; J .0 `
 .  . k .  .4 If F g , t belongs to L H u , u ; S; J , S [ S d , d , then` p y q 0 `
k .  . .   ..K F belongs to CH u , u ; S; J , ­r­g K F s K ­ Fr­g gp y q
k . y1 . y1 . CH u , u ; S; J , and for p s 2, M S K F s K M S F g CH d ,p y q 2 0
 . .d ; W u , u ; J .` y q
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Ã  .Proof. Let g belong to L L d , d ; J . Then according to the general-` p 0 `
ized Minkowski inequality, we get
1rpp
`
pdy15 5Kg ; d ; J s sup K t , t g r , t dt r dr .  .pB H H
0 JtgJ
1rp` p
d y1F sup K t , t g r , t r r dr dt .  .H H
J 0tgJ
s sup K t , t g ?, t ; d dt .  . pH
JtgJ
A A 5 5F K ; J g ; d ; J - `p`
Ã .  .for any d g d , d . Consequently Kg belongs to BL d , d ; J . Further,0 ` p 0 `
w x w xKg ?, t y Kg ?, t q D t ; d .  . p
1rp
`
pdy1s K t q D t , t y K t , t g r , t dt r dr .  .  .H H
0 J
1rp` p
d y1F K t q D t , t y K t , t g r , t r r dr dt .  .  .H H
J 0
s K t q D t , t y K t , t g ?, t ; d dt .  .  . pH
J
5 5F « K ; t , D t g ; d ; J ª 0, D t ª 0. . p`
 .The first claim of point 1 has been proved. To prove the last claim, let
us write an estimate
`
gy1 A AK t , t g r , t r dt dr F K ; J g ; Re g ; J - `, .  .H H 1`
0 J
g g S d , d . 1.2 .  .0 `
The last inequality follows from Remark I.2.2. Then we have
`
gy1M Kg g , t s K t , t g r , t dt r dr .  .  . . H H
0 J
`
gy1s K t , t g r , t r dr dt s K M g g , t . .  .  . .H H
J 0
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 .The change of the integration order is possible here due to estimate 1.2
 w x.and to a corollary from the Fubini theorem see, e.g., 6, XII, Sect. 4 . The
0  . .membership K M g g L H S d , d ; J follows from the membership` 2 0 `
0  . .  .M g g L H S d , d ; J see Theorem I.2.5 and from the first claim of` 2 0 `
 .  .point 2 . The proof of point 1 is complete.
 . 0 .  .Prove now point 2 . Let F belong to L H S; J . Owing to 1.1 and` p
 .I.2.2 , we have
w xK F z , t s K t , t F z , t dt F K t , t F z , t dt .  .  .  .  .H H1 1 1 1 1 1
J J
Ä 0 XÄ5 < 5 <F K ; J M F ; S ; J - ` 1.3 .  .`
Xfor any t g J. The estimate is uniform with respect to z on any S g S.
w x .Let us prove that K F g , t is holomorphic with respect to g g S at
 .any t g J, Really F g , t is holomorphic with respect to g g S at a.e.
 .t g J, and therefore it can be represented at such t as the Cauchy
integral:
1 F z , t .
F g , t s dz . . H2p i z y gG
Here g is any point of S and G is the boundary of an open disk lying
inside of S and containing g . Then
1 F z , t .w xK F g , t s K t , t dz dt .  .H H2p i z y gJ G
1 dz
s K t , t F z , t dt .  .H H2p i z y gG J
w x1 K F z , t .
s dz , 1.4 .H2p i z y gG
 .where the order of the integration can be changed owing to estimate 1.3
w x .and the corollary from the Fubini theorem. Hence K F g , t is holomor-
phic at any point g g S at any t g J as a Cauchy integral with a bounded
  ..density see 1.3 .
0  . 0w . .The inequality M K F; d ; J - ` and the tendency M K F ?, t ypB p
 . . xK F ?, t q D t ; d ª 0 as D t ª 0 for any t g J uniformly with respect to
w X X x  .  .d on any d , d ; d , d are proved as for point 1 above. The first0 ` 0 `
 .claim of point 2 has been proved.
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 .Prove that the operators K and ­r­g commute. Differentiating 1.4 ,
we obtain
w x­ 1 K F z , t .w xK F g , t s dz . H 2­g 2p i G z y g .
1 F z , t .
s dz K t , t dt .H H 22p i G J z y g .
1 F z , t .
s K t , t dz dt .H H 22p iJ G z y g .
­ F
0s K g , t g CH S ; J , .  .p /­g
where the change of the integration order is possible owing to estimate
 .  . 0 .1.3 . The last inclusion is implied by ­r­g F belonging to L H S; J` p
and by the first claim of point 2.
 .  .  .The last claim of point 2 is proved as for point 1 . Point 2 has been
 .  .proved. Points 3 and 4 are proved analogously.
 .1.4. THEOREM. Suppose an operator K belongs to VC J , where J s
w x  .y1t , t , y` - t - t - `; then the operator I q K acts in the function1 2 1 1
classes gi¨ en in Definitions I.2.1, I.2.3, I.2.6, I.2.9.
Ã  .Proof. Let g belongs to L L d , d ; J . Then according to Theorem` p 0 `
w .y1  .x .  . w  .x . w x1.2, I q K g r, ? t s g r, t y Rg r, ? t for a.e. r g 0, ` ,
 .  .where R belongs to VC J . According to point 1 of Theorem 1.3, Rg
Ã Ã y1 .  .  .belongs to CL d , d ; J ; L L d , d ; J and consequently I q K gp 0 ` ` p 0 `
Ã  .belongs to L L d , d ; J . The theorem claim for all the other classes is` p 0 `
proved analogously.
2. VOLTERRA OPERATORS WITH A COMPLEX
PARAMETER ON A STRIP
2.1. DEFINITION. An operator K depending on a parameter g belongs
 .to the class VCH S; J if
 .i it is an integral Volterra operator
K g g t [ K g , t , t g t dt t g J , K g , t , t s 0 for t ) t , .  .  .  .  .  .H
J
for any g g S;
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X . 5 < 5 < <  . <Xii the kernel norm K ; S ; J [ sup H sup K g , t, t dt ist g J J g g S
Xfinite for any S ; S;
 .  . <  .  . <Xiii « K ; S; t, D t [ H sup K g , t q D t, t y K g , t, t dt ª 0J g g S
Xas D t ª 0 for any S ; S; and
 .  .iv the kernel K g , t, t is holomorphic with respect to g g S at any
t and at almost any t .
 .2.2. Remark. 1 It follows from the definition that, if K belongs to
X X . A  . A A AVCH S; J , then K g ; J F K ; S ; J - ` for g on any S ; S and
 .  .consequently K g belongs to VC J for any g g S.
 .  .  .2 A kernel K g , t, t satisfying condition ii of Definition 2.1 is
Xuniformly bounded with respect to g on any S ; S for any t and almost
any t .
 .2.3. LEMMA. If K belongs to VCH S; J and g belongs to S, then:
 .  .  .  .  .i K g boundedly acts from the spaces L J , B J , C J into`
 .C J ;
 . w  . x . w X . x .  . w  .ii ­r­g K g g t s K g g t for any g g L J or g g B J ,`
 .xor g g C J and for any t g J, where
X X XK g g t [ K g , t , t g t dt , K g , t , t [ ­ K g , t , t r­g , .  .  .  .  .  .H
J
2.1 .
X  .and K belongs to VCH S; J .
 .  .Proof. Point i is a consequence of point 1 of Theorem 1.2.
 . XTo prove ii , we shall prove at first that the operator K generated by
ÄX Ä X X .  .  .2.1 belongs to VCH S; J . Let us choose any S [ S d , d ; S s0 `
1 X X Y X Y .  .S d , d and denote r [ min d y d , d y d ) 0, d [ d y r, d [0 ` 0 0 ` ` 0 0 `2
X Xd q r. Let g be any point of S . Then the circle G with the center g and`
Y Y YÄ  .the radius r belongs to S [ S d , d . Using the Cauchy theorem and0 `
 .point 2 of Remark 2.2, we obtain
1 K z , t , t .
K g , t , t s dz , . H2p i z y gG
1 K z , t , t 1 . 2pX iu yiuK g , t , t s dz s K g q re , t , t e du , .  .H H22p i 2p rG 0z y g .
1 12pXK g , t , t F sup K h , t , t du s sup K h , t , t - ` .  .  .H
Y Y2p r r0 zgS hgS
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for any t and almost any t . Consequently,
1
X X YA A A AK ; S ; J F K ; S ; J - `. 2.2 .
r
Further,
1 2pX X iu« K ; S ; t , D t [ sup K g q re , t q D t , t .  .H H
X2p rJ 0ggS
iu yiuyK g q re , t , t e du dt .
1 2p Yw xF « K ; S ; t , D t du ª 0, D t ª 0.H2p r 0
X  .The membership K g VCH S; J has been proved. Finally, we can change
the order of the differentiation in g and the integration in t because of
the derivatives definition and the Lebesgue dominated convergence theo-
 .rem together with estimate 2.2 .
 .  .  .2.4. Remark. If K belongs to VCH S; J and g t belongs to L J ,`
 .  . w  . x .B J , or C J , then K g g t is a holomorphic function with respect to
g g S for any t g J. This follows, e.g., from the representation of the
 .w  . x .  .derivative ­r­g K g g t , according to point ii of Lemma 2.3, and
X .  .from its boundedness owing to the membership K g g VC J and to
 .point 1 of Theorem 1.2.
We discuss now properties of the resolvent for an operator from
 .VCH S; J .
 .  .Let us consider the convolutions of functions a g , t, t , b g , t, t :
w xa) b g , t , t [ a g , t , t b g , t , t dt , .  .  .H 1 1 1
J
U1 U n w U ny1 xa g , t , t [ a g , t , t , a g , t , t [ a) a g , t , t , n ) 1. .  .  .  .
Then from the resolvent definition we have the property
w xR g , t , t s K g , t , t y K ) R g , t , t .  .  .
w xs K g , t , t y R) K g , t , t . 2.3 .  .  .
 .  .2.5. Remark. For operators K , K satisfying conditions i and ii of1 2
Definition 2.1, we have
X X XA A A A A AK q K ; S ; J F K ; S ; J q K ; S ; J ,1 2 1 2
X X XA A A A A AK ) K ; S ; J F K ; S ; J K ; S ; J1 2 1 2
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Xfor any S ; S. Hence the operators K q K and K K satisfy conditions1 2 1 2
 .  .i and ii of Definition 2.1 as well.
 .  .2.6. LEMMA. Suppose K belongs to VCH S; J and has a resol¨ ent R g
 .  .that satisfies conditions i and ii of Definition 2.1 for any g g S. Then R
 .belongs to VCH S; J .
 .Proof. Let us prove that condition iii of Definition 2.1 is also fulfilled
 .for R under the lemma assumptions. By 2.3 , we get
X« R; S ; t , D t [ sup R g , t q D t , t y R g , t , t dt .  .  .H
XJ ggS
s sup K g , t q D t , t y K g , t , t .  .H
XJ ggS
y K g , t q D t , t y K g , t , t R g , t , t dt dt .  .  .H 1 1 1 1
J
X X XA AF « K ; S ; t , D t q R; S ; t , t « K ; S ; t , D t ª 0 .  .1 2
as D t ª 0
X  .for any S ; S. Condition iii of Definition 2.1 has been proved.
 .Let us prove the holomorphy of R g , t, t at any t and at almost any t ,
 .  .required by point iv of Definition 2.1. Using 2.3 , one can see that
R g q Dg y R g .  .
s K g q Dg y K g y R g ) K g q Dg y K g .  .  .  .  .
y K g q Dg y K g ) R g q Dg .  .  .
q R g ) K g q Dg y K g ) R g q Dg .  .  .  .
X X Xs Dg K g y R g ) K g y K g ) R g q Dg .  .  .  .  .1 2 2
XqR g ) K g ) R g q Dg , .  .  .4
w xg g g , g q Dg . 2.4 .i
XThe fixed arguments t, t are dropped here. Let us fix some S ; S. We
X w  . x  .take into account that K belongs to VCH S d , d ; J by point ii0 `
 .of Lemma 2.3 and that R satisfies condition ii of Definition 2.1. Then
 .we obtain from Remark 2.5 and point 2 of Remark 2.2 that the func-
X X . <  . <  . <  . <X Xtions K t, t [ sup K g , t, t , R t, t [ sup R g , t, t ,m g g S m g g S
w X x . w X x . w X x .R ) K t, t , K ) R t, t , and R ) K ) R t, t are finite at anym m m m m m m
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t g J and at almost any t g J. Then
R g q Dg , t , t y R g , t , t .  .
< < X X X Xw xF Dg K q R ) K q K ) R q R ) K ) R t , t ª 0, .m m m m m m m m
Dg ª 0,
 .at any t g J and at almost any t g J. Hence R g , t, t is uniformly
Xcontinuous with respect to g on any S ; S at any t g J and at almost any
t g J.
 .Using then the same t, t , dividing 2.4 by Dg , tending it to zero, and
 .taking into account the continuity of R g , t, t , we obtain
­
X XR g , t , t s K g , t , t y R g ) K g t , t .  .  .  .  .
­g
Xy K g ) R g t , t .  .  .
Xq R g ) K g ) R g t , t 2.5 .  .  .  .  .
at any t and at almost any t . Here the Lebesgue dominated convergence
 . X  .theorem was used with the dominant functions R t, t K t , t ,m 1 m 1
X  .  .  . X  .  .K t, t R t , t , R t, t K t , t R t , t . The right hand side ofm 1 m 1 m 1 m 1 2 m 2
 .2.5 is bounded and unique at any t and at almost any t . This completes
 .the proof of condition iv of Definition 2.1.
w  .x2.7. LEMMA. Let K belong to VCH S; J t , t , t - `. Then the resol-1 2 2
w  .x¨ent operator R belongs to VCH S; J t , t too.1 2
 .  .Proof. Note that, according to point 1 of Remark 2.2 and to point 2
 .  .  .of Theorem 1.2, R g belongs to VC J for any g g S. Hence point i of
 .Definition 2.1 is fulfilled for R g . We shall prove now that the kernel
X .  .R g , t, t satisfies condition ii of Definition 2.1. Let us fix some S ; S
X . <  . <Xand consider the function K S ; t, t [ sup K g , t, t as a scalarm g g S
 .  .operator kernel. By conditions i and ii of Definition 2.1, the operators
X X X .  .  .  .K S and yK S belong to VB J . Consequently the resolvent R Sm m my
X .  .   .of the operator yK S also belongs to VB J for t - ` see part 2 ofm 2
X. A  . ATheorem 1.2 , and R S ; J - `.my
 .  .For the resolvent of a Volterra operator K g g VC J , the Neumann
 . series converges with respect to kernel norm 1.1 for any g g S see, e.g.,
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w x.  . `  . jy1 .U j .1, Chap. 9 : R g , t, t s  y1 K g , t, t . Thenjs1
` `
Xj j< <R g , t , t F K * g , t , t F K * S ; t , t .  .  .  .  m
js1 js1
`
jy1 Xjs y y1 yK * S ; t , t .  .  . m
js1
X Xs yR S ; t , t , ;g g S ; S. .my
X XA A A  . A  .Thus, R; S ; J F R S ; J - `. Condition ii of Definition 2.1my
 .  .has been proved. Conditions iii and iv follow from Lemma 2.6.
 .2.8. THEOREM. Let K belong to VCH S; J .
 . 0 . 0 .1 If F belongs to L H S; J , then K F belongs to CH S; J .` p p
 . k .2 If F belongs to L H u , u ; S; J , then K F belongs to` p y q
k .CH u , u ; S; J .p y q
 .  .  .3 If F belongs to one of the classes from points 1 , 2 , then
­ ­
XK g F g , ? t s K g F g , ? t q K g F g , ? t . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
­g ­g
 . 0 .  .Proof. 1 Let F belong to L H S; J , S s S d , d . Using the` p 0 `
w X X x  .generalized Minkowski inequality, we have for any d g d , d ; d , d0 ` 0 `
M 0 K F ; d ; J .pB
1rpp
`
s sup K d q ij , t , t F d q ij , t dt dj .  .H H
y` JtgJ
1rp` p pF sup K d q ij , t , t F d q ij , t dj dt .  .H H
J y`tgJ
0F sup sup K g , t , t M F ?, t ; d dt .  .H p
X XJtgJ  .ggS d , d0 `
X X 0A AF K ; S d , d ; J M F ; d ; J - `. 2.6 .  .  .0 ` p`
0  .Consequently M K F; d ; J is uniformly bounded with respect to d onpB
w X X x  .any d , d ; d , d .0 ` 0 `
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 .Further, writing the estimates analogous to 2.6 , we have
0 w x w xM K F t q D t y K F t ; d 4 .  .p
X X 0F « K ; S d , d ; t , D t M F ; d ; J ª 0, D t ª 0, .  . .0 ` p`
w X X x  .and the tendency is uniform with respect to d on any d , d ; d , d .0 ` 0 `
w  .  .x .Let us prove the holomorphy of K g F g , ? t with respect to g g S.
 .Reasoning as in the proof of point 2 of Theorem 1.3, we obtain
1 K g F z , ? t .  .  .
K g F g , ? t s dz . 2.7 .  .  .  .H2p i z y gG
It is sufficient to prove the existence of the derivative with respect to g .
 .Differentiating 2.7 , one may change the order of the differentiation
and the integration. It is possible owing to the Lebesgue dominated
w X 0.  .x .convergence theorem, since K g F z , ? t is uniformly bounded with
respect to g 0 in a vicinity of g by the force of Remark 2.4 and estimate
 .I.2.2 holds. Then we have
­ 1 K g z , ? t .  .  .
K g F g , ? t s dz .  .  . H 2­g 2p i G z y g .
X1 K g F z , ? t .  .  .
q dzH2p i z y g .G
1 F z , t .
s K g , t , t dz dt .H H 22p iJ G z y g .
­ 1 F z , t .
q K g , t , t dz dt .H H
­g 2p i z y gJ G
­
Xs K g F g , ? t q K g F g , ? t , .  .  .  .  .  .
­g
2.8 .
 .  .where all integrals exist by estimate I.2.2 , point ii of Definition 2.1, and
 .point 2 of Lemma 2.3.
 .  .The proof of point 1 is complete. Point 2 is proved analogously. Point
 .  .3 follows from 2.8 .
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w x  .2.9. THEOREM. Let J s t , t , t - `. If K belongs to VCH S; J , then1 2 2
R acts:
 . 0 . 0 .i from L H S; J to CH S; J ;` p p
 . k . k .ii from L H u , u ; S; J to CH u , u ; S; J .` p y q p y q
 .  .Proof. According to Lemma 2.7, R g belongs to VCH S; J . An
application of Theorem 2.8 completes the proof.
3. VOLTERRA OPERATOR RESOLVENT PROPERTIES
ON THE HALF-AXIS
Up to now, we have considered the resolvent properties only for t - `.2
 . w .Let us now consider the case t F `. Let J s J t , ` \ t , ` .2 ` 1 1
 . y3.1. DEFINITION. 1 A Volterra operator K is of the convolution type
y . y .if its kernel satisfies the relation K t, t s K t y t .
 .  .2 An operator K g VC J tends to an operator of the convolution`
y  . A y w .Atype K g VC J if K y K ; T , ` ª 0 as T ª `.`
 .  .3 An operator K g VCH S; J tends to an operator of the convo-`
X Xy y . A w .Alution type K g VCH S; J if K y K ; S ; T , ` ª 0 for any S ; S`
at T ª `.
wLet us recall here the classical half line Paley]Wiener theorem 7,
x  w x.Theorem 18 see also 1, Theorem 2.4.1 .
3.2. THEOREM. Suppose an operator of the con¨olution type Ky belongs
Ãy Ãy . w  .x  .  .to VC J and det I q K v / 0, Re v G 0, where K v [`
` y . yv t y yH K t e dt . Then the resol¨ ent of K is an operator R of the con¨olu-0
 .tion type belonging to VC J .`
Let us consider the following generalization of the formulated theorem.
3.3. THEOREM. Suppose an operator of the con¨olution type Ky belongs
Ãy . w  .x  .to VCH S; J and det I q K g , v / 0 for g g S, Re v G 0, where`
Ãy ` y yvt y y .  .K g , v [ H K g , t e dt . Then the resol¨ ent of K is an operator R0
 .of the con¨olution type belonging to VCH S; J .`
 .Proof sketch . From the classical half line Paley]Wiener Theorem 3.2,
y .  . y .it follows that R g belongs to VC J and R g is of the convolution`
type for any g g S under the theorem assumptions. Consequently, condi-
 . y . y . ytion i of Definition 2.1 is fulfilled for R g , and R g , t, t s R g ,
.t y t .
 . y .Condition ii of Definition 2.1 is proved for R g by repeating the
w xlong proof of the Paley]Wiener theorem from 1, Chap. 2 with the
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following modifications. We should replace successively the kernel norms
5 y 5  .  .K ; L in the Lebesgue spaces L t , ` and L y`, ` by the correspond-1
y5 <  . < 5Xing norms for the kernel supremum: sup K g , ? ; L . The propertyg g S
5 y . y . 5K t q D t y K t ; L ª 0, D t ª 0 should be replaced by the corre-
y y5 <  .  . < 5Xsponding property sup K g , t q D t y K g , t ; L ª 0, D t ª 0g g S
Ãy y1  . . <w  .x <provided by point iii of Definition 2.1 , and sup I q K v , v gv
Xy y1Ã . <w  .x <y`, ` , should be replaced by sup I q K g , v , g g S , v gg , v
 .y`, ` .
 .  .The conditions iii and iv of Definition 2.1 follow from Lemma 2.6.
 .3.4. LEMMA. Suppose operators K , K belong to VCH S; J , where K1 2 1
 .has a resol¨ ent R from VCH S; J and1
X X XA A A AK ; S ; J - 1r 1 q R ; S ; J ;S ; S. 3.1 . .2 1
 .Then the operator K s K q K has a resol¨ ent R from VCH s; J .1 2
w xProof. By Theorem 9.3.9 and Corollary 9.3.18 in 1 , it follows from the
 .  .lemma conditions that the resolvent R g belongs to VC J for any g g S,
and the resolvent kernel is given by the Neumann series convergent with
 .respect to kernel norm 1.1 :
Ä ÄR g , t , t s R g , t , t y R g , t , t q R) R g , t , t , .  .  .  .1 1
`
j jÄR g , t , t [ y1 K y R ) K * g , t , t . .  .  .  . 2 1 2
js1
 .Using Remark 2.5 and inequality 3.1 , we get
` j
X X X XÄA A A A A A A AR; S ; J F K ; S ; J q R ; S ; J K ; S ; J - `,  /2 1 2
js1
X X XÄA A A A A AR; S ; J F R ; S ; J q R; S ; J1
X XÄA A A Aq R; S ; J R ; S ; J - `.1
 .  .  .Thus condition ii of Definition 2.1 is satisfied. Properties iii and iv
follow from Lemma 2.6.
 .3.5. LEMMA. Suppose K g VCH S; J tends to an operator of the con¨o-`
y  . y y  .lution type K g VCH S; J , K has a resol¨ ent R g VCH S; J of the` `
 .con¨olution type, and K has a resol¨ ent R g VCH S; J . Then R tends to the`
operator of the con¨olution type Ry.
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Ä y Ä .  .  .  .Proof. Let K g , t, t [ K g , t, t y K g , t y t , R g , t, t [
 . y .R g , t, t y R g , t y t . From the resolvent definition, we get
Ry) Kys Kyy Rys Ky) Ry, R) K s K y R s K ) R , 3.2 .
where the arguments g , t, t are dropped. Then
Ä Ä Ä y ÄR q R) K s K y R ) K . 3.3 .
Let us convolve this equation by R from the right and subtract the result
Ä Ä Ä y Ä .  .from 3.3 . Then, allowing for 3.2 , we have R s K y K ) R y R ) K q
y ÄR ) K ) R. Consequently,
X X X XyÄ ÄA A A A A A A AR; S ; T , ` F K ; S ; T , ` 1 q R; S ; T , ` q R ; S ; T , `
X XyA A A Aq R; S ; T , ` R ; S ; T , ` ª 0, T ª `,
XÄA Asince K ; S ; T , ` ª 0 as T ª 0.
 .3.6. THEOREM. Suppose K belongs to VCH S; J and tends to an opera-`
tor of the con¨olution type Ky that satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.3.
 .Then the resol¨ ent R belongs to VCH S; J and tends to the operator of the`
y  . ycon¨olution type R g VCH S; J being the resol¨ ent of K .`
w x  .Proof. From 1, Theorems 9.3.19 and 9.11.14 , it follow that R g
 .belongs to VC J for any g g S under the above assumptions, i.e.,`
 .  .condition i of Definition 2.1 is fulfilled for R g .
 .  .Prove condition ii of Definition 2.1 for R g . According to Theorem
y  w ..3.3, R belongs to VCH S; T , ` for any T - ` and, consequently
X X X Xy yA w .A A w .A  .R ; S ; T , ` s R ; S ; 0, ` - ` for any S ; S. Let T s T S
X Xy yA w .A  Abe sufficiently large such that K y K ; S ; T , ` - 1r 1 q R ; S ;
w .A.0, ` . Then it follows from Lemma 3.4 that the operator K considered
 .  w ..on the interval T , ` has a resolvent R belonging to VCH S; T , ` . LetT
w xR be a resolvent of the operator K considered on the segment t , T . The1 1
 w x.membership R g VCH S; t , T follows from Lemma 2.7.1 1
Then, involving the same reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 9.3.13 in
w x1 , we have that the resolvent kernel on all the half axis J has the`
representation:
R g , t , t s K g , t , t y K ) R g , t , t y R ) K g , t , t .  .  .  .  .  .1 T
q R ) K ) R g , t , t , 3.4 .  .  .T 1
 .  .where the resolvent kernels R g , t, t and R g , t, t are extended by1 T
 .  .zero, i.e., R g , t, t s 0 for t ) T or t ) T , and R g , t, t s 0 for t - T1 T
or t - T.
XFrom Remark 2.5, we obtain for any S ; S;
X X XA A A A A Aw xR; S ; J F K ; S ; t , ` 1 q R ; S ; t , T. ` 1 1 1
X X XA A A A A Aw xq R ; S ; T , ` q R ; S ; T , ` R ; S ; t , T - `.. . 4T T 1 1
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 .This completes the proof of condition ii of Definition 2.1. Conditions
 .  .iii and iv follow from Lemma 2.6. Consequently, R belongs to
y .VCH S; J . The tendency of R to R follows from Lemma 3.5.`
For the case when the operators are independent of g , we obtain the
obvious corollary of Theorem 3.6:
 .3.7. THEOREM. Suppose K belongs to VC J and tends to an operator of`
the con¨olution type Ky that satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.3. Then the
 .resol¨ ent R belongs to VC J and tends to an operator of the con¨olution type`
y  . yR g VC J being the resol¨ ent of K .`
Consider now the Volterra operators with fading memory and investi-
gate their asymptotic properties for t ª `.
 .3.8. DEFINITION. An operator K belongs to VC J ; V if:l `
 .  .i K belongs to VC J ;`
 . T <  . <ii H K t, t dt ª 0, as t ª `, ;T g J ; andt `1
 . t  . iV tyt .iii H K t, t e dt ª K , t ª `.t V /`1
 .3.9. THEOREM. Let K belong to VC J ; V .l `
Ã iV t .  .  .  .1 Suppose g belongs to L L d , d ; J ; V and g r, t ª g r e`l p 0 ` ` V
Ã  .  . .as t ª `; then Kg belongs to C L d , d ; J ; V and Kg r, t ªl p 0 ` `
 . iV tK g r e as t ª `.V V
 . 0 .  .  . iV t2 Suppose F belongs to L H S; J ; V and F g , t ª F g e`l p ` V
0 .  . .as t ª `; then K F belongs to C H S; J ; V and K F g , t ªl p `
 . iV tK F g e as t ª `.V V
 .  .  .3 Suppose h belongs to L H d , d ; W; J ; V and h z, t ª`l p 0 ` `
 . iV t  .h z e as t ª `; then Kh belongs to C H d , d ; W; J ; V andV l p 0 ` `
 . .  . iV tKh z, t ª K h z e as t ª `.V V
 . k .  .4 Suppose F belongs to L H u , u ; S; J ; V and F g , t ª`l p y q `
 . iV t k .F g e as t ª `; then K F belongs to C H u , u ; S; J ; V andV l p y q `
 . .  . iV tK F g , t ª K F g e as t ª `.V V
The limits here are understood as in Definition I.2.14.
 .  .  .  .Proof. Points 2 and 4 are particular cases of points 3 and 4 of
 .  .Theorem 3.12 given a little bit later. The proof of points 1 and 3 is
 .  .analogous with obvious modifications to the proof of point 3 of Theo-
rem 3.12.
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 .3.10. DEFINITION. An operator K belongs to VC H S; J ; V if:l `
 .  .i K belongs to VCH S; J ;`
XT . <  . <Xii H sup K g , t, t dt ª 0 as t ª `, ;T g J , ;S ; S; andt g g S `1
 .  .iii there is a function K g such thatV
t XiV tyt .A t [ sup K g , t , t e dt y K g ª 0 as t ª `, ;S ; S. .  .  .H V
X t1ggS
3.5 .
 .3.11. LEMMA. The function K g from Definition 3.10 is bounded onV
Xany S ; S and holomorphic on S.
 .Proof. Due to 3.5 , we have
t iV tyt .sup K g F sup K g , t , t e dt y K g .  .  .HV V
X X tggS ggS 1
t
q sup K g , t , t dt .H
Xt1 ggS
X XA A A AF A t q K ; S ; J ª K ; S ; J , t ª `. . ` `
t  . iV tyt .The boundedness has been proved. The function H K g , t, t e dt ist1
 .holomorphic on S for any t g J by Remark 2.4. Taking into account 3.5`
and the fact that the uniform limit of holomorphic functions is holomor-
 .phic, we get the holomorphy of K g .V
Let us formulate an analogue of Theorem 3.9 in this paper and of
w x  .Theorems 9.6.2, 9.6.4 in 1 for K from VC H S; J ; V .l `
 .  .  .3.12. THEOREM. 1 Suppose K belongs to VC H S; J ; V n s 1 % `n l `
 .and there is K from VCH S; J such that`
X XA Alim K y K ; S ; J ª 0, ;S ; S. 3.6 .n `
nª`
 .  .  .Then K belongs to VC H S; J ; V and K g s lim K g .l ` V nª` nV
Ä .  .2 Let K , K belong to VC H S; J ; V . Then K [ K K belongs to1 2 l ` 1 2
Ä .  .  .  .VC H S; J ; V and K g s K g K g .l ` V 1V 2 V
 .  .3 Let K belong to VC H S; J ; V . Suppose F belongs tol `
0 .  .  . iV tL H S; J ; V and F g , t ª F g e as t ª `; then K F belongs to`l p ` V
0 .C H S; J ; V andl p `
K F g , t ª K g F g eiV t , t ª `. 3.7 .  .  .  . . V V
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 .  .4 Let K belong to VC H S; J ; V . Suppose F belongs tol `
k .  .  . iV tL H u , u ; S; J ; V and F g , t ª F g e as t ª `; then K F`l p y q ` V
k .  . .  . iV tbelongs to C H u , u ; S; J ; V and K F g , t ª K g e as t ª `.l p y q ` V
 .  .The limits in points 3 and 4 are understood as in Definition I.2.14.
Proof. This is obtained by the corresponding modification of Theorems
w x X9.6.2 and 9.6.4 in 1 using the norms and the limits with sup . Weg g S
 .demonstrate here the proof of point 3 only. The other points are proven
in an analogous way.
The membership of K F in the corresponding class without the symbols
 .  .l, V follows from Theorem 2.8. The function K g F g belongs to theV V
required class by Lemma 3.11. We have to prove now only the tendency
 .  .3.7 in the sense of Definition I.2.14, point 2 , by a modification of the
w xproof of Theorem 9.6.5 in 1 .
X X X .Let us fix any S s S d , d ; S. For any given « ) 0, we can findÄ0 `
0 w  .  . iV tnumbers T , T such that T ) t , T G T , M F ?, t y F ? e ; F;1 2 1 1 2 1 p` V
w .xT , ` - « for any t G T , andÄ1 1
T1 sup K g , t , t dt F « , . ÄH
Xt1 ggS
t iV tyt .sup K g , t , t e dt y K g F « .  . ÄH V
X t1ggS
Xfor any t G T . Then for any t G T and any g g S , we get2 2
iV tK F g , t y K g F g e .  .  . . V V
t iV ts K g , t , t F g , t y F g e dt .  .  .H V
t1
t iV tyt . iV tq K g , t , t e dt y K g F g e .  .  .H V V
t1
t iV tF K g , t , t F g , t y F g e dt .  .  .H V
t1
t iV tyt .q K g , t , t e dt y K g F g .  .  .H V V
t1
T1 iVtF K g , t , t F g , t y F g e dt .  .  .H V
t1




0 iV tM K F ?, t y K ? F ? e ; d .  .  . .p V V
1rp` piV ts K F d q ij , t y K d q ij F d q ij e dj .  .  . .H V V
y`
T1 0 0F sup K g , t , t M F ?, t ; d q M F ; d dt .  .  . .H p p V
Xt1 ggS
t 0 iVtq sup K g , t , t M F ?, t y F ? e ; d dt .  .  .H p V
XT1 ggS
q « M 0 F ; d .Ä p V
X0 0 A AF « M F ; d ; T , ` q M F ; d q K ; S ; J «.  . .Ä Äp` p V `
q « M 0 F ; d . .Ä p V
w X X xfor d g d , d . Hence,0 `
0 iV tM K F g , t y K g F g e ; d ; T , ` .  .  . . .p` V V
X0 0 A AF « M F ; d ; T , ` q 2 M F ; d q K ; S ; J ª 0.  . .Ä p` p V `
w X X xas T , T ª `. The tendency is uniform with respect to d g d , d by the1 2 0 `
0 0 w ..  .uniform boundedness of M F; d ; T , ` and M F ; d .p` p V
 .  .3.13. LEMMA. Let K , K belong to VC H S; J ; V , where K g has a1 2 l ` 1
X .  . A A resol¨ ent R g from VC H S; J ; V , and K ; S ; J - 1r 1 q1 l ` 2 `
X XA A.  .  .  .R ; S ; J for any S ; S. Then the operator K g [ K g q K g1 ` 1 2
 .  .  . whas a resol¨ ent R g from VC H S; J ; V , and R g s I ql ` V
 .xy1  .K g K g .V V
 .Proof. By Lemma 3.4, we have that R belongs to VCH S; J ,`
Ä ÄR g s R g y R g q R g R g , .  .  .  .  .1 1
n
jjÄ Ä ÄR g s lim R g , R g s y1 K g y R g K g , .  .  .  .  .  .  .n n 2 1 2
nª` js1
 .and the limit exists in the sense of kernel norm 3.6 . The lemma claims
 .  .follow then from points 1 and 2 of Theorem 3.12.
y  .3.14. LEMMA. If K belongs to VCH S; J and is an operator of the`
y  .con¨olution type, then K belongs to VC H S; J ; V for any real V andl `
y Ãy .  .  .K g s K g , iV see Theorem 3.3 .V
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 . y .Proof. Due to condition ii of Definition 2.1 for K g , we have
`
Xy yA AK ; S ; J [ sup K g , t dt .H`
X0 ggS




T tyt1y ysup K g , t y t dt s sup K g , t dt .  .H H
X Xt tyT1 ggS ggS




Xfor any T g J and any S ; S. Further,`
ty y iV tyt .K g [ lim K g , t y t e dt .  .HV
tª` t1
`tyt1 y yiVt y yiVts lim K g , t e dt ª K g , t e dt .  .H H
tª` 0 0
Ãys K g , iV . .
XHere the last integral converges uniformly with respect to g on any S ; S
 .for any real V by force of 3.8 .
 .  .3.15. LEMMA. Let an operator K satisfy conditions i and ii of Defini-
y  .tion 3.10 and tend to an operator of the con¨olution type K g VCH S; J .`
 .  . y .Then K belongs to VC H S; J ; V for any real V, and K g s K g sl ` V V
Ãy .K g , iV .
 .Proof. We have to prove only condition iii of Definition 3.10. Really,
 .for any T g t , t ,1
t iV tyt . yA s sup K g , t , t e dt y K g .  .H V
X t1ggS
t y iV tyt .s sup K g , t , t y K g , t y t e dt .  .H
X t1ggS
`
yi Vtq K g , t e dt .H
tyt1
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T T yF sup K g , t , t dt q sup K g , t y t dt .  .H H
X Xt t1 1ggS ggS
`t yq sup K g , t , t y K g , t y t dt q sup K g , t dt .  .  .H H
X XT tyt1ggS ggS
T yF sup K g , t , t dt q sup K g , ? ; L t y T , t y t .  .  .H 1
X Xt1 ggS ggS
Xy yA A < <q K y K ; S ; T , ` q sup K g , ? ; L t y t , ` ..  .  .1
X
ggS
Suppose « ) 0. We choose a sufficiently large T such that the third
term will be less than «r4. Choose then sufficiently large t such that the
  . .first term is less than «r4 according to condition ii of Definition 3.10
and the second and the fourth terms are less than «r4 according to
 ..inequality 3.8 . Since « is arbitrary, we get A ª 0 as t ª `.
 .  .3.16. THEOREM. Let an operator K satisfy conditions i and ii of
Definition 3.10 and tend to an operator of the con¨olution type Kyg
 .VCH S; J that satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.3. Then both the`
 .operator K and its resol¨ ent R belong to VC H s; J ; V for any real V,l `
y Ãy y1 .  .  .  . w  .xK g s K g s K g , iV , and R g s I y I q K g .V V V V
Proof. The claims for K are proved in Lemma 3.15. By Theorem 3.3, R
 .belongs to VCH S; J . Repeating the proof of Theorem 3.6, we obtain the`
 .  .same representation 3.4 for the resolvent. Let us check condition ii of
 .Definition 3.10 for each term of representation 3.4 . The kernel K
satisfies it by the theorem assumption. Let t ) T. Then
T0 sup K ) R g , t , t dt .  .H 1
Xt1 ggS
T T0F sup K g , t , j R g , j , t dj dt .  .H H 1
Xt t1 1 ggS
T T0F sup K g , t , j sup R g , j , t dt dj .  .H H 1
X Xt t1 1ggS ggS
T XA AF sup K g , t , j dj R ; S ; t , T ª 0, t ª ` 3.9 . .  .H 1 1 0
Xt1 ggS
 .for any T G t since K meets condition ii of Definition 3.10.0 1
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y  .By Theorem 3.3, R belongs to VCH S; J . Hence, according to`
y  .Lemma 3.14, R belongs to VC H S; J ; V , and consequently, accordingl `
 .  .to Lemma 3.13, R belongs to VC H S; J ; V . It follows from point 2 ofT l `
Ä  .Theorem 3.12, that K [ R K belongs to VC H S; J ; V , and conditionsT l `
Ä .  .   .  .  ..ii and iii of Definition 3.10 where K g s R g K g are fulfilledV T V V
Äfor K.
Ä  .For the last term R ) K ) R s K ) R , we rewrite inequalities 3.9T 1 1
Ä  .replacing K by K. Thus point ii of Definition 3.10 has been proved for
 .R g .
Ä .Let us prove point iii . For K it has already been proved. For R in1
 .  .representation 3.4 , we have R g , t, t s 0 when t ) T or t ) T. Then as1
 .in 3.9 , we have for any t G T
t iV tyt .sup K ) R g , t , t e dt .  .H 1
X t1ggS
t
F sup K ) R g , t , t dt .  .H 1
Xt1 ggS
T XA AF sup K g , t , j dj R ; S ; J ª 0, t ª `. .H 1 `
Xt1 ggS
 .  .Consequently, KR satisfies Definition 3.10 and K ) R g s 0. Simi-1 1 V
Ä Ä .  .larly, KR satisfies Definition 3.10 and K ) R g s 0. Therefore KR1 1 V 1
 .  .and R KR belong to VC H S; J ; V , and R belongs to VC H S; J ; VT 1 l ` l `
 .due to 3.4 .
 .  .From expression 2.3 and point 2 of Theorem 3.12, we have
 .  .  .  .K g R g s K g y R g . Since the conditions of Theorem 3.3.V V V V
Ãyw  .x w  .xhold, we get that det I q K g s det I q K g , iV / 0 for anyV
w  .xy1  . wreal V. Hence, the matrix I q K g exists, and R g s I qV V
y1 y1 .x  . w  .xK g K g s I y I q K g .V V V
We note in conclusion that similar statements can be also given for a
 . Volterra operator K z depending on the parameter z on a wedge in
 . .place of K g depending on the parameter g on a strip .
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